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We have performed resonant X-ray scattering on two bent-core liquid crystal compounds
exhibiting the B2 phase using three sample geometries: free-standing � lm and two others with
free surface arrangements. The results conclusively demonstrate the two-layer orientational
periodicity in this phase suggested by optical studies. We have performed the � rst resonant
scattering experiments on liquid crystals at the chlorine K-edge, opening up a new class of
compounds for resonant X-ray scattering studies. Furthermore, we have achieved an excellent
alignment of the B2 phase with a free surface.

1. Introduction
Several new liquid crystal mesophases formed by

bent-core (banana-shaped) molecules without a chiral
group have been identi� ed [1]. Of considerable interest
is the observation of ferroelectric and antiferroelectric
responses from these achiral molecules. Due to their
shape, bent-core molecules may be packed with C

2v
symmetry, which has been proposed to allow ferro-
electric behaviour [2]. In particular, one of these phases,
B2, has been shown to have an antiferroelectric response.
Link et al. [3] presented depolarized re� ected light
microscopy results that supported an achiral antiferro-
electric structure for the B2 phase in free-standing � lms.
Subsequently, Olson et al. [4] demonstrated by studying
one-layer � lms that single layers in the B2 phase are
chiral. The simplest explanation for the antiferroelectric
behaviour observed in � lms is a two-layer unit cell for
the B2 phase, in which the molecules have a � nite tilt
relative to the layer normal that is the same in all layers
(synclinic structure) as displayed in � gure 1. The two-
layer periodicity is accounted for by the bend of the
molecule and concurrently the polarization being oriented
in opposite directions in adjacent layers. To date, most
studies of the B2 phase have been primarily optical [3, 4]

Figure 1. The proposed structure for the B2 phase observed
and have been diYcult because banana compounds do in free-standing � lms. The bend of the molecules described

by the vector b points in the opposite directions in
adjacent layers. The molecules tilt perpendicular to b and*Author for correspondence;

e-mail: acady@physics.spa.umn.edu in the same direction in adjacent layers.
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not easily align in the bulk or support thick uniform the composite structure, S, is calculated by summing
free-standing � lms. SL multiplied by the appropriate phase factor over all

As in chiral smectic phases, the B2 phase is the layers in the � lm. Using this method, Levelut and
mainly characterized by orientational periodicities. Such Pansu [7] demonstrated that for a two-layer repeat unit
orientational structures can be readily and directly deter- structure, with the X-ray scattering wave vector in
mined by resonant X-ray scattering (RXS) [5]. It is the Q

z
reciprocal space direction where z denotes the

important to apply such an experimental tool to check smectic layer normal, resonant peaks occur at Q
z
/Q0 5

the proposals made using more indirect structural probes L 1 M (1/2 1 e) where L is an integer, and M 5 Ô 1, Ô 2.
as in optical techniques. In addition, RXS does not have This result was presented with the factor e, which
a strong requirement for � lms to be uniform; thus represents a shift or splitting of the peaks associated
thicker, less uniform samples can be studied. This allows with a pitch observed in chiral liquid crystal phases. For
us to con� rm the B2 structure in thicker samples which the B2 phase in free-standing � lms, every layer has
are presumably less in� uenced by surface eVects [6]. opposite chirality to its nearest-neighbours , thus e 5 0.
We also obtained high quality results from bulk samples Accordingly, only the � rst order (M 5 Ô 1) satellite
that were aligned on glass treated with a surfactant. appears distinctly and the second order (M 5 Ô 2) one

should overlap with a non-resonant Bragg peak.
2. Experimental results and analysis The high degree of polarization and the energy

While ordinary X-ray diVraction is sensitive to average tunability needed in RXS as described above requires a
electron density and thus to positional order, RXS synchrotron X-ray source. The experiment described
provides a means to probe the order that is orientational . in this paper was conducted at beamline X19A at
In RXS, applied in the Bragg geometry, the diVracted the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) at
intensity depends on the orientation of the generally Brookhaven National Laboratory. We present resonant
asymmetric local bonding environment of the resonant X-ray scattering (RXS) results from two compounds,
atom relative to the polarization of the incident X-ray (14PMB)Cl [8] and (16OTBB)2 [9], exhibiting the B2
beam. We determined and then tuned the energy of phase. Figure 2 shows the molecular diagrams of these
the incident X-rays to the peak of the white line in the two compounds. The phase sequence for (14PMB)Cl is
absorption spectrum of a heavy atom, the resonant isotropic(I)(127 ß C)B2(68ß C)crystal(Cr); and I(119ß C)B2-
atom, in the core of the constituent molecule. Under (108 ß C)Cr for (16OTBB)2 . The compounds were chosen
these circumstances, the X-ray structure factor (XSF) for the presence of resonant atoms in the core of
becomes a tensor. In the molecular reference frame, such the molecule: chlorine in (14PMB)Cl and sulphur in
a tensor can be represented as [7]: (16OTBB)2 , with convenient resonant energies of 2821

and 2475 eV, respectively. Moreover, the (14PMB)Cl

has a very large temperature range for the B2 phase that
is stable at relatively low temperatures.SM 5 AÕ f /3 Õ D 0 0

0 Õ f /3 1 D 0

0 0 2 f /3B Three types of sample preparation were used, as
shown in � gure 3. In each case the sample was housed

in a two-stage oven with temperature stability of 5 mK.where 2 f /3 is the principal structure factor along the
The oven was mounted on a vertical translation stagelong axes of the molecules and D represents the aniso-
connected to a chi arc on a two-circle Huber goniometer.tropy perpendicular to the molecular long axes associated
The front-end design included a chamber for � uorescencewith the bonding environment of the resonant atom.
measurements. The resonant edge energy was deter-The XSF in the layer reference frame, SL , is found by

rotating SM through appropriate angles. The XSF for mined by measuring the total � uorescence signal of

Figure 2. The chemical structures of the (14PMB)Cl and (16OTBB)2 compounds are shown in (a) and (b), respectively.
(The molecules are drawn straight to conserve space.)
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1103Resonant X-ray scattering studies of the B2 phase

Figure 3. The three geometries used in the experiments: (a) the
� lm supported by steel knife edges, (b) the trench geometry
and (c) the sample on treated glass. The X-ray scattering
wavevector in the Q

z
direction is Qs 5 kd Õ ki .

Figure 4. A scan through the resonant satellite peak in
the free-standing � lm geometry at the resonant energypowder samples of the (14PMB)Cl and the (16OTBB)2
(squares) and 100 eV above the resonant energy (circles)compounds while the incident energy was tuned through
for the (14PMB)Cl compound at 100 ß C.the K-absorption edge of the heaviest element.

After the � uorescence chamber, the front-end included
a beamstop, vertical and horizontal slits, and a � lter within our resolution, and the peak FWHMs were

0.004 Ô 0.001Q
z
/Q0 . On increasing the incident X-rayunit. After the monochromatic beam diVracted oV the

� lm, it passed through another pair of slits to a silicon energy to 100 eV above the resonant energy, the Q
z
/Q0 5

1.500 peak disappeared as illustrated in � gure 4. ThusX-ray detector. The entire beam path was � ushed with
helium to reduce attenuation of the X-rays. The set-up the Q

z
/Q0 5 1.500 peak was con� rmed to be a resonant

peak.was mounted on a table with motorized vertical and
horizontal translation perpendicular to the � ight path. Studies of the (14PMB)Cl compound were also per-

formed using two free-surface sample con� gurations.This allowed us to align the set-up with respect to the
incident X-ray beam. A typical experiment involved The ‘trench’ geometry is displayed in � gure 3 (b). Here a

hole approximately 0.5 mm deep was milled into a piecelining up theta, two-theta, chi, sample height, and table
position, and scanning through Q

z
/Q0 on a sample held of aluminum. Sample was loaded into the trench and

heated into the isotropic phase at which point it � lledat constant temperature in the B2 phase.
Typically, phases formed by bent-core molecules do the trench uniformly. Usually a free surface in a liquid

crystal phase will order before the interior layers [6].not readily support uniform thick free-standing � lms of
a suYciently large area, although some groups have In this case we hoped to achieve a homeotropically-

aligned sample by cooling slowly into the B2 phase. Thebeen able to prepare thick � lms in the B2 phase [4].
We were able to prepare free-standing � lms several peaks were typically very broad in this geometry and

the intensity was low. Rocking scans through thetahundred smectic layers thick of the (14PMB)Cl com-
pound. This geometry is shown in � gure 3 (a). Free- demonstrated that the sample surface was curved, and

we concluded that a single free surface was not suYcientstanding � lms provide excellent sample alignment and
yield sharp layer re� ections at Q

z
/Q0 5 n. With the to align the sample well. Nonetheless, we observed a

very weak resonant satellite peak at one temperature inexperimental set-up used, measurements of the Q
z
/Q0 5 1

and Q
z
/Q0 5 2 peaks had full-width-at-half-maximum the trench geometry.

The third sample con� guration, as shown in � gure 3 (c),(FWHM) values of 0.0035 Ô 0.0005 Q
z
/Q0 . Scans at

several temperatures indicated a layer spacing that was a sample on a glass surface treated with hexadecil-
trimethylammonium bromide (HTAB). A monolayerincreased from 46.8 to 47.6 AÃ on cooling from 100 to

71 ß C. of HTAB on the glass has been employed, in general,
to promote homeotropic alignment of a liquid crystalScans through Q

z
/Q0 revealed resonant satellite peaks

at the 1/2 order position as predicted by calculations sample [10]. We obtained high quality results using this
sample con� guration on both (14PMB)Cl and (16OTBB)2 .by Levelut and Pansu [7] for a two-layer structure.

A typical scan through the resonant peak is shown We resolved resonant satellite peaks at the 1/2 order
position in both compounds using this technique as shownin � gure 4. The position of each resonant peak at all

temperatures was con� rmed to be at Q
z
/Q0 5 1.500 to in � gure 5. The peaks shown have been normalized to
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1104 Resonant X-ray scattering studies of the B2 phase

possible compounds that may be studied in resonant
scattering experiments. It is interesting to note that the
position of the chlorine atom oV a central benzene ring
in the molecule is similar to the position of bromine
[11] in other liquid crystal compounds that yielded
much weaker scattering amplitudes in resonant X-ray
experiments. We have directly con� rmed the existence
of a two-layer orientational periodicity in the achiral B2
phase. Finally, we found that the bent-core compounds
exhibiting the B2 phase can be aligned on glass using a
surfactant. This will open up the possibility of studying
other novel phases formed by bent-core molecules using
resonant X-ray scattering.

We gratefully acknowledge David Coleman and Prof.
Noel Clark for detailed discussions of the experimental
results, as well as for providing the HTAB used in one
of the sample con� gurations. The research was supported
in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant
Nos. DMR-0106122, 9901739, and INT-9815859. The
research was carried out at the National Synchrotron
Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory, which
is supported by the US Department of Energy, Division
of Materials Sciences, and Division of Chemical Sciences.
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